CFO Council
Organizational Relaunch

GSA, in partnership with Keyser, is pleased to announce the organizational relaunch of the CFO Council within the Global Semiconductor Alliance (GSA).

The GSA’s CFO Council is comprised of industry leading semiconductor CFOs with the purpose of addressing current topical issues and supporting GSA’s focus on accelerating the growth and increasing the return on invested capital of the global semiconductor industry.

To be at the forefront of the semiconductor industry, providing financial executives with leading-edge strategies and ideas and a resource for pertinent industry knowledge, to ultimately impact the direction of the industry and utilize GSA’s economic power as a group.

The CFO Council provides a forum to help semiconductor leaders collaborate and discuss best practices for company structuring, cross-border establishments, M&A best practices, managing industry consolidations, business models for cost cutting and operational efficiency.
Member Offering
- 24-month commitment
- Attend one of two annual forums per year
- As a Council, establish discussion topics and proposed agenda assisted by CFO Council Chairman
- Provide suggested invitees (GSA and non-GSA members) for subsequent CFO Council forums, assisted by CFO Council Chairman
- Participate in sharing industry insights or best practices in the form of
  - white papers
  - PowerPoints
  - speeches
  - workshops
  - post-event resources
  - annual report

Target Audience
Financial experts in or relating to the semiconductor industry including:
- Corporate CFOs
- Investment bankers
- Financial services firms

Topics of Interest
- Trade
- Geopolitics
- International Business Dealings
- Economic Climate
- Sustainability
- ESG
- DEI

Organizational Leadership

Jonathan Keyser
CFO Council Chairman, Keyser

Kari Hartman
CFO Council Vice Chairman, Keyser

Kole Giles
CFO Council Facilitator, GSA

Contact
For questions about membership, contact Kole Giles at kgiles@gsglobal.org